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Every culture throughout time has been fascinated by and curious about its dreams. In this book,
dream teacher Connie Kaplan gives readers a way to understand their dreams as a spiritual
contract with life. She shows how dreaming energy is connected with the womb and with
menstrual and hormonal cycles. Even men and postmenopausal women share this unique
connection through the metaphoric womb. Once readers learn to use these cycles to understand
and chart their dreams, they can use the lessons learned to improve their lives. Kaplan's is a
new look at an age-old system that allows dreamers to read the messages in their dreams as if
they were letters from the soul. Her book will stir ancient memories of a time when the spiritual
connection to the universe was deeply felt and celebrated.
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1999Other Books by Connie KaplanDreams are Letters from the Soul: Discover the
Connections between your Dreams and Your Spiritual LifeThe Invisible Garment: 30 Spiritual
Principles that Weave the Fabric of Human LifeA Colorful Life: What is the Color of Your Spiritual
DNA?This book is dedicated toVic KaplanThank you for making my dreams come true.In
Memoriam:Freya Bame ArthurMy dreaming sister, my sacred friendI used to believe that I lived
my life while awake and that during sleep my psyche presented pictures to help me understand
my life. If I broke the pictures, or dream, into small parts (symbols) and analyzed them, I would
come to a deeper understanding of my personal process and history.Now I know that looking at
dreaming from the opposite direction is my life’s work. Dreaming gives us the images and
vibrations of the Dream Weave—options ready to take form.Dreaming gives us the
future.FOREWORDI was deeply honored when I was asked to write a foreword to The Woman’s
Book of Dreams and to introduce its author to the reading public, because Connie Kaplan is my
friend and I have such deep respect for her work. For years, I have watched Connie as she has
walked her spiritual path, and I have reveled in the beauty of the unfolding of her journey. We
have shared her dreams, the profound spiritual informa-tion she has received, and we have
been blessed by the tools for human growth potential brought to her by spirit. In the process, I
have noted the impeccability and integrity with which she has used those tools to master each
challenge that has appeared along her path.Many of the people reading this book may not know
Connie or her work because she has interacted with small groups and has kept her traveling to a
minimum. Those of you in this category are in for a delightful surprise. The powerful information
and significant tools that Connie has shared in this book will show you that she is not a stranger
and definitely not a novice, but rather, an adept sister who has shared the path with you and who
has dreamed it and walked it. Instead of adopting other people’s concepts about dreaming or
present-ing unfounded beliefs of “how it is supposed to look,” for years Connie has worked with
hundreds of people in her dreaming circles and has intimate knowledge of the workings of the
intangible world of dreams. One of the many gifts she offers is how to take the images and
metaphors of the dream and to make them understandable to the Western mind. The cycles and
seasons, rhymes and reasons for our journeys into the dreamtime are explained in this
book.Connie has approached the realm of dreams with ultimate sensitivity and has worked
diligently to prepare a system that will not only offer guidelines and fuller understanding but will
richly enhance the dreamer’s journey by teaching how to apply the spiritual substance found in
the dreaming state to life. Connie has given us a way to access deep soul memories and to
rekindle our spirit’s purpose for being.The time of the remembering is upon us. Every human



being is being asked to remember who they are, why they are here, and what qualities and acts
of service they can offer humanity that will assist us in healing ourselves and our world. If
humankind is to successfully embrace a future that nurtures all life-forms, women can no longer
absolve themselves from accepting the truth. Among humans, all things are born through the
feminine gender of our species. Unless women envision and dream a future that supports the
forthcoming generations’ right to experience life abundant, that reality will not come into
manifestation. We are being asked to remember that we give birth to the future through
becoming visionaries and through the spiritual discipline of dreaming.For centuries, indigenous
peoples have had secret dream-ing societies that have served as guidance systems for entire
civi-lizations during difficult times. These dreaming societies have opened the boundaries to
their dreaming spaces in the past three years to include other cultures and races. The profound
truths that have long been held in secret are available to any human being who embraces the
discipline. Connie received the OK from her spiritual guidance to reveal the information con-
tained in her book during the exact time that the unfettered energy of the ancient dreamers was
being released to human-kind. I consider this book and all of Connie’s work to be based on her
hard-earned lessons and the rewards of her rich wisdom garnered along the way. Her words are
gifts to each of us and to humanity. I personally feel that the tools for self-empowerment herein
are a bridge that will allow each dreamer to awaken to her potential and to blossom in ways she
never imagined before.May this book and Connie’s work be a blessing that will enrich the lives of
every person it touches. The circle of life embraces us all, and each of us dreams that circle
eternally—just as we are being dreamed by the Maker of All Things. Knowing that truth in our
hearts is the remembering. Enjoy—in joy!Jamie SamsACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis is a brief and
certainly incomplete list of people to whom I give immeasurable thanks:To Vic Kaplan, for
teaching me about divine partnership.To Sara Kaplan, for initiating me into motherlove.To Ben
Kaplan, for being a dream-come-true son.To Lauren Kaplan, for teaching me about
compassion.To Nila Cockrell, my mother, for giving me the gift of dreaming.To Marsha Hartos,
for helping me clarify my words.To Nancy Jackson, for a lifetime of loving support and
kindness.To Blanca Valencia, for loving me and my family.To Bonnie Solow, for dedication to
right livelihood and deep commitment.To Julie Fox, for teaching me about dying.To those whose
dreams made this book meaningful: Carol Aronowsky, Jeanne Dancs Arthur, Beth Botansky,
Tommie Cooper, Peggy Croghan, Judy Epstein, Elaine Fresco, Holiday Jackson, Sharon Jeffers,
Elaine Levi, Kris McCallister, Lynn Mitchell, Melissa Mullin, Madeleine Randall, Susan Rose,
Laura Orenstein Roveda, and Evette Weyers.To other dreamers who support this work in
innumerable ways: Sara Charno, Dionna Cordova, Peggy Dunn, Amy Elliott, Marci Fabrici, Ellie
Farbstein, Monique Fay, Tamar Frankiel, Judy Greenfeld, Jill Jackson, Debby Jameson, Gunnar
Keel, Sydney Kopeikin, Ramona Lampell, Kathy Lander, Barbara Meyer, Iris Moskowitz, Rone
Prinz, Toby Sperber, Ruth Stiles, LaKata Hasie Sweeney, Ronit Weintraub, and Wayne
Wolf.INTRODUCTIONA Dreaming Woman’s StoryWhen I was a toddler, we moved to a house
with a garden. I loved the garden, especially the strawberries, which I ate voraciously. I had many



long talks with the strawberry spirits. I noticed that no one else ever talked to the spirits, so I
never mentioned them to my family. The spirits’ greeting and good-bye to me was always
“Remember to remem-ber.” I trusted the strawberry spirits and told them everything. I tried hard
to remember what they wanted me to remember.One day the neighbor’s pet monkey got loose.
Like me, the monkey also loved my strawberry patch, but unlike me, he did not have respect for
the patch. He destroyed the strawberries. When I went out to assess the damage, the plants
were shred-ded, and the spirits were gone. I never returned to the patch. I felt betrayed and
questioned whether the strawberry spirits ever existed. They had seemed so real and their
words had seemed like truth. The admonition “Remember to remember” had been so important.
But now they were gone, and except in dreams, I never saw them again.I became obsessed with
the idea that there was something I needed to remember, but I couldn’t remember what. Maybe
if I remembered, the strawberry spirits would come back.Later in life, I learned that my sister
Nancy had a secret relationship with the rock people in the backyard when she was a little girl! It
was astonishing to know that both of us had these childhood deva friends, yet both of us were
afraid to talk about them. If I had shared my strawberry spirits with my sister, I might not have
experienced their disappearance as betrayal.DREAM TEACHERSAs I grew older, I discovered
that the nature spirits did not really leave me. They followed me in many forms through my
dreams. When I began to pay close attention to my dreams, I noticed that recurring spirits of all
kinds appeared to me with teachings.I began having dreams of a grandfather. He was old, wore
a red headband, and had a great sense of humor. He was thin, short, and wiry. He taught me
how to run in the desert at night without tripping, how to chase rabbits (and catch them), and
how to move up and down mountains without falling.Also, I met a nature-spirit teacher, the
delightful and ever faithful Prairie Dancer. I had gone to Montana one June to work with a Native
American medicine woman. One day as I took a walk I heard a very strange sound coming from
a hole in the ground. I stopped to listen.Prairie DancerA loud scream came from a hole in the
ground. I knelt down, put my face up to the hole, and peered in. I heard a louder, more piercing
scream. Suddenly, a nature spirit jumped out of the hole. The spirit said she’d screamed to test
me—to see if I could hear her. She told me she was shocked I could see her. She hadn’t been
seen in 150 years. She was brown green with elk hips and legs and hooves. She told me her
name was Prairie Dancer.Prairie Dancer became my friend. She told me that the strawberry
spirits of my childhood were probably terrorized by the monkey and just hiding. If I had gone
back a few days later, the spirits would have been there. Prairie Dancer told me that if I went
home and planted a prairie in my yard, she would come and live with me. I planted and she
came. She is still visible in my front yard, especially during the magic hour around
twilight.DREAMING MYSELF AWAKEI knew that dream teachers held the keys to my life, but at
that time, I still had respect for the unwritten social rules: a woman must not shine too brightly,
must not be too bright, and must not ask any questions not easily answered by a man. Social
rules also taught me that a woman must always question her sanity. Somehow I knew that
dreaming was a woman’s realm, but I seriously wondered whether anyone else on the planet



knew. I spoke rarely about my dreams. However, I learned from them.When I was thirty-six years
old, I was living an enviable life. I had a successful career as an associate director in television. I
had a great husband and a beautiful family, and life was good. Then suddenly I got sick. I
encountered a virus that rendered me incapable of working. While the illness was primarily physi-
cal, it affected my mind most profoundly. I lost big pieces of my memory. I lost the ability to sort
information. I lost the mind that had served me so well in my early adult life. For eighteen months,
I did little else but sleep. Therefore, I did little else but dream.During that powerful dreaming time,
the inner teachers changed somewhat. They became very pedantic. They came, they taught me
specific things to do with dreaming, and they gave me specific techniques and pieces of
information. For eighteen months, I was in dream school! And during that time, I dreamed myself
awake.Through my dream teachers, I learned what I was to remember: I now understand that
truth presents itself in dreaming and later exposes itself in form. The dreamer must simply learn
to read the signs and track the energy. The spiri-tuality I experienced in waking life during
childhood had carried through to my adulthood in dreams.I learned through these dreams that
truth is not a noun but a dimension—a dreaming dimension. In the dimension of truth, one is in
direct relationship with energy without the restraints of personal will or social laws. The need for
things to make sense no longer exists. Truth is boundless. The oppo-site of truth is not “lie” but
rather a sense of separation—the sense I had when I lost the strawberry spirits. Truth does not
exist in the realm of language. Real truth exists in one’s ability to move into its dimension. This
book will help you—the reader/dreamer—do just that.MY GIFT TO YOUThe first part of this
book provides more of my story as a dreaming woman. I think it is important for dreamers every-
where to remember and share their stories. I hope that through hearing and understanding my
story, your own will come to light. As I began to remember myself as a dreamer, I began to
“remember” my authentic self and my life’s work. I hope that you will have the same experience!
The first part of the book also outlines techniques I have learned from dream teachers in
dreamtime. It describes how the moon affects your dreaming and the types of dreaming you may
have under certain lunar circumstances. You will learn who you are as a dreamer and how to
track and chart your own dreaming patterns.The second part of the book introduces the life-
changing form called dream circle. This section presents a structure that helps you use
dreaming as a tool to enrich your life. My dream circles are similar to ancient women’s circles.
Over the years, however, new aspects have been integrated. In this section of the book, dream
circle is outlined for you.The information in the third and fourth parts documents the results of my
circles. I have gathered dreams, personal testi-mony of the dreamers, and life experiences to
show you how dream circle can change your life.This book is unusual to read (as it was to write)
because dreaming cannot be spoken directly, nor can it be defined consummately. Dreaming
can only be spoken indirectly— in metaphor. Nothing is precise about dreaming, yet to be a
dreamer, one must be extraordinarily precise in living the dream.This book is for the dreamer in
every reader. It speaks to one who knows and joyfully embraces the mystery of metaphor. The
reader must alter her consciousness to read the book. She must read with the eyes of the womb



—cyclical eyes, the eyes of dreaming. The book describes a personal and collective process
that cannot be seen or touched, but it can be validated. The reader has to test the information
against her knowingness and then interact with the book accordingly. My book was written to stir
ancient memories in you.PART ONEHow These Teachings CameCHAPTER 1Dream LinesIn
the beginning was the dream. Through the dream all things were made, and without the dream
nothing was made that has been made.Thomas BerryThe Dream of the EarthHONORING THE
MOON TIMEIt was early January when I made my first trek to meet Minisa Crumbo-Halsey, a
Creek-Potawatomi medicine woman living in the hills above Malibu. The day was crisp and cold
—Southern California cold: the sun was warm but the air was chilly. The road was winding and
unfamiliar. I felt like I was truly on a medicine journey. I had butterfly stomach and sensed I would
never be the same after this meeting. I was right.Minisa asked me to sit on the ground. We were
high on a hill overlooking the Pacific Ocean. She bent me into a posi-tion so miserably
uncomfortable that my body dominated my attention and screamed for relief. I stayed in the
position because I knew that my body’s pain was making my mind take a back seat. What Minisa
had to say must bypass the mind.Minisa reminded me of the sacred connection between a
woman and the moon; a woman’s very life depends on the moon’s pull over her body. She
explained how the moon con-trols a woman’s cycles just as surely as it controls the ocean’s
tides. She told me that the ocean is Mother Earth’s cyclical waters and that menstrual blood is
mine. My body remembered that it was from the earth. That day, the earth became my mother,
and I understood my body as a mini version of her.The following paragraphs are my journal entry
from that day—my memory of what Minisa said after I digested it, drove home, and wrote it
down:The Women’s TeachingsWomen are life givers. Men are life makers. Women dream the
dream and give the gift. Men manifest and focus the dream.As women, it is our sacred charge to
purify and re-dream the world. We are responsible for dreaming the dream made manifest in
waking reality. In the white man’s world, we believe we dream about our waking life at night, and
through dreams, we gain an understanding. This is backwards. In women’s teachings, first we
dream the dream, then we bring the dream into manifestation, and then comes
understanding.Since we are responsible for the dream, it is our most sacred duty to free
ourselves from any blocks to our visions. Emotions held in our bodies block dreaming and
prevent us from owning our power. A sacred and timeless woman’s belief teaches that a periodic
cleansing is the way to honor our power and meet our responsibilities to the universe.Our bodies
are micro-universes: bodies have the seven stars of the Pleiades (chakras), the planets
(organs), and moons.Women’s ovaries make little moons. When each little moon is released into
the system, women give the universe their bodies’ creative power. As the little moon makes its
way through the tubes, it does not know its destiny. The little moon is simply all potential: it has
no wants or needs. This is a time of all possibility for women.The key to honoring our woman
power is pledging to become the dreaming women we came here to be. Make the pledge to be
that woman, and begin honoring your moon time.Though I had never heard Minisa’s words
before, they stirred an ancient memory in me. These words were part of the strawberry spirits’



imperative, “Remember to remember.”THE DREAMING LINESNot long after my meeting with
Minisa, I sat in ceremony with some friends. The experience I had that night changed my life and
seeded the information of this book. The following is an entry from my journal. This particular
experience was essen-tial to the development of my dream work.Dream LinesLast night at a
ceremony, a medicine woman used a deer rattle to send each participant into an altered
consciousness. By the time she came to me (I was the sixteenth person), I was already deep in
trance.I knelt down. The medicine woman began rattling. I felt crackling and popping in my spine.
The rattle sounded like crystals on the floor of a cave.Suddenly I saw that women have points of
light circling their wombs. The points extend into gossamer lines that con-nect with the moon. As
the moon moves through the signs of the zodiac, it plucks the light lines like harp strings. This
action awakens a specific dreaming vibration in the dreamer’s womb and determines the type of
dreaming she will have on a particular night.THE WOMB IS THE DREAMING ORGANMy
“vision” was unusual because it was also a mental experi-ence. I “saw” the lines shooting out of
women’s wombs. I simultaneously felt the lines emanating from my womb. I “dream knew” what
the lines were and how they had worked for ever and always. Memories seemed to be pouring
forth from some very ancient women’s tradition. I felt that I had been temporarily thrown back to
a Neolithic village temple, and the training reconstructed itself in my awareness. The memories
may sound familiar to you, too.The womb is the dreaming organ. Dreaming comes to us through
the internal, secret knowledge of the womb. There are incredibly subtle energies connected to a
woman’s womb that she does not necessarily understand unless she goes through very
exhaustive training with a female shaman or sorcerer. Just as a woman who gives birth to a child
does not know the biological processes in the womb that create those perfect toes, fingers, and
a precious little nose, neither does she fully understand the subtle spiritual dreaming energy
connected to the organ.The relationship between the womb and the moon controls every aspect
of dreaming. A woman’s cycles and her dreaming are inextricable. Even women who have had
hysterectomies, or for any other reason no longer bleed, still have the cyclical relationship to the
moon and the light lines connected to her. The moon moves across the sky and interfaces with
an invisi-ble force field called the Dream Weave. The Dream Weave is known to all indigenous
peoples. It is the invisible pattern of connection that links human thought to form, and possibility
to awareness. Physicist Fritjof Capra calls it the web of life consisting of networks within
networks of increasing possibil-ity. The gossamer lines connected to each dreamer also con-
nect to the Weave. The moon, which is a part of the Weave, sends specific types of dream
information into the womb of the dreamer. The information sent depends on where the moon sits
in the heavens that night.Interestingly, a menopausal woman’s lines of light discon-nect from the
moon and reconnect to the sun (hot flashes). Her relationship with fire becomes stronger, and in
many ways, her dreaming becomes more sophisticated. Yet her dreaming still relates to lunar
cycles, and she still recognizes her dream patterns in the same way as before menopause.You
may wonder about male dreamers. I have not seen the lines of light coming from a man, but
some males’ dreams convince me that some men dream like women dreamers. Men also have



lunar cycles, and certainly those cycles are energetically traceable. Each gender has specialized
energies that create preferences for certain kinds of life experiences. Both men and women have
potential for and access to all the energies of the universe, but both men and women have spe-
cific dominant traits. Men, of course, can be just as powerful in their dreaming as women.
However, my dream circles and I have found that men’s dreams tend to be more concrete and
personal. Men, for example, often have great power to encounter personal aspects of
themselves or to reach deeper understandings of their abilities in dreaming. Women’s dreams
are often more relational and collective. Women have a stronger sense that the womb is the
source of all life, whereas men, not having wombs, are more connected to their own individual
lives. It is more difficult for men to imagine that their dreaming is connected to the universe.The
womb is the door of birth, the door of creation, the door of a dreamer’s energy. By perfecting the
use of the womb’s creative energy, one becomes ecstatically alive; one perfects the ability to
love and to dream.WHAT IS A DREAM?I define dreaming as a direct encounter with energy in
the dimension of truth. Dreaming may occur in both waking and sleeping consciousness. A
dream exists beyond language. By the time you put words and descriptions on a dream, you are
already sev-eral generations removed from the actual experience. The experience of a dream is
primal and incomparable. It is pre-verbal and presensual.This definition of dreaming combines
both indigenous teachings and the understanding I have gained directly through dreams. It
expands the scientific rapid eye movement definitions but certainly does not contradict them.Let
me explain further. When we first go to sleep, our consciousness moves on the lines of light
extending from our wombs into a void space. In those moments, there is no sense of ego or
personality, no thinking or feeling. Our personal will relaxes. We experience a period of complete
rest in the familiar blackness. During this time, the dreamer floats freely in consciousness. She is
in direct relationship with all poten-tial energy and in direct relationship with her own soul
purpose—the reason she exists. This is the dream. We all reach the dream state automatically
as we drift toward deep sleep.For a while, the dreamer stays in this comfortable, all-nourishing
blackness. During this time, the physical body is regenerated. Soon, though, the energy of the
dreamer strengthens, and the rested dreamer magnetizes a specific experience—something
she needs to “remember” about her soul’s intent. This is the dream—this deep energetic connec-
tion to her soul.When the energetic experience becomes definable, the mental body of the
dreamer “awakens” within dreamscape and begins assigning meaning to the experience. It is the
mind’s responsibility to make sense of things, after all, and the freshly rejuvenated mind of the
dreamer is ready for action. The mind pulls from a giant lexicon of personal and collective
symbols to make a story line representing the ener-getic experience so the dreamer can
(hopefully) remember. This is when the eyes start wiggling and rapid eye movement sleep
occurs.Ideally, the dreamer awakens into ordinary consciousness out of the dream experience,
remembers the story line, and uses the information in daily reality.Every time we return to
ordinary consciousness from dreaming, we awaken changed. Through dreams, we encounter
new information from the dimension of truth. We can choose whether—and how—to integrate



that change into everyday life. We can opt to return to yesterday’s limited understanding of the
world, or we can move into today’s expanded understand-ing. We can choose to be exhilarated
and augmented by a dream, or we can dismiss it as “just a dream.”Whatever our choice, we
have traveled on the dream lines, we have received the influence of the moon, and we have
changed. Each time we awaken, we awaken to new possibility. The dreamer’s free will and
personal integrity determine how the dream will be manifested.GREAT DREAMER AND THE
DREAM WEAVEAs we dream, we are also being dreamed by an unfathomable intelligence. This
concept is the crux of understanding dreaming. Whether one calls this intelligence Great
Dreamer, God, Universal Mind, Great Spirit—or Bernie, for that mat-ter—every dreamer must
realize that she is being dreamed by a larger, more omniscient energy than herself. I personalize
this omniscient energy as Great Dreamer, because it makes the experience of being dreamed
richer for me. Great Dreamer is the matrix of the universe that holds creation. The matrix is the
invisible force, the Spirit, that motivates creation and evokes evolution. We are indeed governed
and nourished by the unseen as well as the seen. If I can understand myself as an extension of
that matrix, I can then begin to remember who I am in the story of creation.There are dreamers
from all dimensions of this universe. All sentient beings dream. We human earth dreamers are
partners with other dreaming beings. We are all dreaming together. We are all creating the Great
Dream, the universal consensus. We all meet in dreamtime on the dimension of truth. Together,
we are co-creating the potentials that exist within the laws of truth. Great Dreamer
simultaneously feeds us dream information and receives our dreams. She and we are a part of
the wholeness of the universe.All sentient beings have their own layer of consciousness—their
own spectrum of perception. The overlay and interfacing of those spectra create the Dream
Weave. A single species or single layer of sentience cannot perceive the totality of creation. That
is Great Dreamer’s job.Collective dreaming creates a tapestry of possibility. When we join other
dreamers, both of this planet and of the cosmos, we build a consensus for reality. This
consensus is the unseen pattern ultimately governing form. This pattern is the Dream Weave. I
sometimes visualize the Dream Weave as a giant invisi-ble jungle gym stretching
multidimensionally throughout the galaxies of the universes. The Dream Weave holds all possi-
bilities. It is the infrastructure where all laws—cosmic, galactic, physical, and natural—begin. The
Dream Weave is truth flow-ing through space-time.Picture children at play choosing various bars
from which to hang as they scamper across a jungle gym. When a child’s hand grabs a bar,
picture the bar lighting up and coming to life with color. This is how I see dreamers selecting
various threads on the Weave as they dream potential into manifesta-tion. When a dreamer
grabs onto a possibility, she gives it life, awakens it, enlightens it, densifies it, and dreams the
poten-tial toward manifestation.We dream our world into being by playing on the Dream Weave—
selecting potentialities existing in the infrastructure of the Weave and pulling them toward life.
We interweave our gossamer lines with the lines of other dreamers and create a blueprint for all
possibility.Our governments change, because we dream them to change. The Berlin Wall came
down, because we dreamed it down. Apartheid ended, because we dreamed it away. Changes



occurring in dreams are literal and very real.Simultaneously, we are being dreamed. As we make
choices for life and peace on our planet, Great Dreamer dreams us toward life and peace.
Conversely, if we make non-beneficial choices in dreaming, Great Dreamer assists us in
experiencing the consequences of our choices. When we play on the invisible jungle gym, we
receive a nurturing life force. Dreaming enlivens us.Goethe informed us of how life works when
he said, “The moment one definitely commits oneself, then Providence moves, too. All sorts of
things occur to help one that would never otherwise have occurred.” When we dream the dream
and commit to it, Great Dreamer moves enormous forces to manifest the dream.Scientific
research concludes that dreaming is a necessary part of living, although most scientists admit
they do not know why. I suggest that this is because scientists ignore the opposite side of
dreaming: being dreamed. My experience is that the dream dreams me as surely as I dream the
dream. The dream feeds me. The interdependence of the dreamer and the dream is insepa-
rable. One must deeply understand the interrelationship to truly understand dreaming.The first
thing a dreamer knows is that she is being dreamed. She understands herself as a vital part of a
great wholeness that empowers her as a creative being. When the dreamer knows this, she is on
her way to mastery. The dreamer literally falls in love with herself and with all life. The dreamer
trusts herself and her dreaming. She becomes the embodiment of the Weave.THE VESSELThe
womb is the dream vessel. The moon sends dream food in the form of images in dreamtime. The
dreamer contains the images and holds the juice. The dreamer is the chalice.When working on a
potter’s wheel, one uses resistance to build a vessel. One must know how to surrender to the
clay, yet at the same time one must know how to evoke the shape. One senses what the clay
wants to do, yet one finds the center-ing place that makes the clay’s form aesthetic and useful.
Similarly, as dreamers, we have to surrender to the Great Dream, but we also have to ruthlessly
create ourselves as the vessel that contains the Great Dream. If the vessel is weak, it will not
hold the dream.We must be strong and clear vessels. When we know our cycles and patterns,
we can learn to be intentional vessels. We can learn to dream into manifestation a reality that
benefits all living creatures, the planet, and the universe. The goal of all dreamers is to co-create
a life that is in alignment with the soul’s divine plan.We are both the pot and the potter. We are
the container for the dream fluid, and we give form to the dream material that comes our way.
Some of us write the dream material down or speak it at dream circle. Some of us act the dream
material out through our lives—our art, parenting, or careers.I have found that using a “dream
bowl” is a profound way, both metaphorically and concretely, to enhance dreaming.Dream
BowlConnieA teacher came to me and asked me to bring her the “dream bowl.” I saw a terra-
cotta bowl about the size of two hands with a midnight blue interior and crystals in the four
directions. I could see energy swirling into the bowl. I found a blue feather that I knew was to
hang off the bowl’s north crystal. I tried to wake up holding the feather, but I dropped it when the
phone awakened me.This dream came long before my first pottery class. I tried to make the bowl
with modeling clay from a children’s hobby store but was highly disappointed with my results.
Fortunately, a few weeks later, I found and bought a bowl that worked with some moderate



revisions. I put the bowl by my head when I went to sleep. I began to see clearer colors and
sharper images in my dreams. Since then, I have made dream bowls for other dreamers. The
bowls have amazingly helped people contain and remember their dreams. Dream bowls serve
as external reminders of who we are.We are the chalice, the earthen cup. Our wombs are the
bowls into which the dream images pour. We are the vessels of the dream. Our gossamer lines
of light deliver images to us. We contain the images, bring them to life, and give birth to them.
This is the nature of dreaming.CHAPTER 2Astrology and the DreamNeptune sings: “Through
my vivid and infinitely creative imagination, I am constantly co-creating with the divinethe myriad
richness of life’s possibilities. I am dreaming the universe into being.”Caroline W. CaseyMaking
the Gods Work for YouThe woman’s womb, the vessel of the dream, fills with images during a
dream or a visionary experience. The astrological conditions of the moon determine the nature
of those images. To understand and explore dreaming, one must know a little about astrology.In
this chapter, I will outline the basic astrological infor-mation that affects dreaming. Read the
information and use it as a guideline, a resource, or a springboard. If you want to explore
astrology further, or if you already know more than a little about astrology and care to expand on
the concept, it is yours to do!DREAMTIME AND THE SOUL CONTRACTWhen a person is born,
she brings with her certain energetic gifts. She brings these gifts from her soul and delivers them
through her dreams and actions to humanity and to Earth her-self. A dreamer “seals” her
contract with life at the moment of birth. In that contract, her gifts are delineated. Destiny crys-
tallizes at that moment, and the journey of the gift bearer begins. However, she almost
immediately forgets the contract! A good portion of her life is spent trying to remember.One way
to read the contract is through an astrological chart. From the dreamer’s perspective, each
planet’s place-ment in the chart represents a clause in the soul contract. Dreaming is a
technique we use to check in with our soul and revisit our contract on a regular basis. Through
dreams, the soul reminds dreamers of the gifts they bear. It does not, how-ever, tell dreamers
how evolved they are and therefore how gracefully they will bring their gifts to the Mother.Your
gift to Mother Earth is totally unique. To understand your gift and your soul contract, you must
look for meaning-ful connections and patterns in your life. Dreaming is your study guide. The
more conscious and aware you are of dream patterns, the more actively you participate in your
destiny.The soul contract is interesting because it is paradoxical. The contract defines your gift
and destiny, yet it also allows you full authority over life. You can make all life decisions
undeterred by any external force. Whatever the outcome of your decisions, the dreaming
continues to reveal your con-tract and support you as a dreamer.I have studied dream systems,
metaphysical systems, physi-cal systems, and spiritual systems. I have been apprenticed to
Native American shamans, African shamans, Kabbalists, mys-tics, and martial artists. I have sat
with channelers, religious leaders, academicians, and New Agers. There is something they all
have in common: they all ultimately know that the connection between spirit and matter exists in
a great web of consciousness—the Dream Weave. They all teach that the true student of life
learns by studying her unique role in the inter-related, interconnected, unbroken wholeness. The



imperative of the dreamer is to participate in the interdependent struc-turing of creation’s
wholeness.
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Kat Starwolf, “Excellent Information on Divining Dreams. Excellent book in many ways. But
being an astrologer I found some of the astrology a bit off. I understand that Ms. Kaplan
downloaded this information in a dream (or a series of dreams), but for someone who knows
astrology and is also fairly intuitive and receives many downloads as well, some of the
information isn't quite clicking. All in all, however, Kaplan has 'downloaded' an excellent
divinatory system to decipher natal charts and dreams.”

Suzanni, “Very good handbook for helping to organize your dreams. It has been a while since I
have owned this book; I keep giving it away to people I love who want to improve their
relationships with their dreams. This book will help you organize your own inquiry, and offer you
insights for navigating your own psyche through the authors sharing of her personal inquiries. I
highly recommend it.”

alice arellano, “Dreams a Spiritual Practice. Dr. Kaplan is well informed psychoanalyst and I
would recommend both of her books.  I would take her classes if she offered them in my area.”

Cindy  Cruz, “Five Stars. great book”

CaBaro, “Five Stars. Very interesting book!”

Mindfunda Susanne van Doon, “paths of dreamwork like word- associating. The woman's book
of dreams changed my way of thinking about and working with dreams. To get aquatinted with
the way the moon affects the content of dreams really shifted my focus of the usual; paths of
dreamwork like word- associating. It added an extra dimension to my interpretation of dreams.
Getting to know Connie's simple, but highly effective way of working with dream groups was very
powerfull to me. I think every woman should treat herself to this book. Because she had such a
positive influence on my way of working with dream I interviewed her. Watching this interview will
give you a lot of information about this book: https://youtu.be/nkupcp2Vlq4”

JB, “A way of life. Well, I can tell you either this book will change your life or it won't. It changed
the course of the rest of my life. Either you are connected to the dream weave or you aren't. For
myself, and others, I can only say, thank God for Connie and the dream circle for leading the
way. We all dream, we are all connected. Some of us choose this particular path as our spiritual
destiny. You will know if you are one of us. Do the work and it will change your life. If you think
you are a spiritual dreamer, this book is a good place to start.”

The book by Connie Cockrell Kaplan has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 26 people have provided
feedback.
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